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Lubricants in KRONES AGLabelling Machines 

Dear Mr. MacDonald, 

Many thanks for your overview of products which are comparable to those in our "Lubricant Table 
For Bottling Lines." 

Taking up your initiative, we checked the technical documents belonging to your INDUSTRlAL 
LUBRICANTS. 

We established that all of the products fulfil the lubrication requirements produced by the labelling 
machines which we manufacture (as per DIN standard). 

Therefore, we consider the LE lubricants which we checked as being suitable for use in our 
installations and will include them among our recommended lubricants - within the framework of the 
quality guarantee and product liability of LE and on condition that the correct viscosities and 
consistencies are selected (please refer to our recommendations). 

It is not possible to include your oils and greases in our lubricant table at the moment as reprint is not 
anticipated. 

Should you intend to post-lubricate KRONES machines with a mixture of your products and the 
previously used lubricants, we would first like to point out as a matter of form that the compatibility of 
the lubricants must firstly be clarified. If perfect compatibility cannot be proven, the bearings, 
lubrication lines, grease fittings, etc., must be completely cleaned and refilled. Should cleaning not be 
possible, we would ask you to point out the possible problems to the customer and reject any fonn of 
guarantee. 

Kind Regards, 

KRONESAG 

AI, ~~ 
LA. Willi bald Bittner 
Labeller Division 
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